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Main policy strategy: Increase the level of climate-related information available to 
investors (e.g., EU Sustainable Finance Action Plan, Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures, Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, etc.).

Desired virtuous circle: 
(1) Higher transparency will help investors better express their sustainable investment 

preferences (e.g., Hartzmark and Sussman, 2019, Riedl and Smeets, 2017).
(2) The change in demand will urge financial intermediaries to become more “climate-

friendly” (e.g., on corporates, Heinkel, Kraus, and Zechner, 2001). 

This paper: Whether and how this mechanism is at work, with a focus on the mutual 
fund industry (more than USD 11 trillion of AUM in Europe and USD 18 trillion in USA).

Motivation

One of the long-term goals of the Paris Agreement: 
“Making financial flows consistent with a shift towards low GHG emissions” (Article 2.1).



− An eco-label meant to easily identify funds aligned with a transition to a low-carbon 
economy, updated quarterly. 

− Not previously announced to either clients or fund managers.
− Based on new firm-level climate-related information from Sustainalytics. 
− Applied to mutual funds across different styles and regions.
− For 2018, exclusively based on 2017 firm-level data.

Empirical setting
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A quasi-experimental setting: Introduction of the Morningstar’s Low Carbon 
Designation (LCD) on April 30, 2018.



Empirical setting
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LCD awarded based on two portfolio-level criteria

12-month average “Carbon Risk 
Score“ (CR) below 10 (out of 100) 

12-month average “Fossil Fuel 
Involvement“ (FFI) below 7%.

Carbon Risk Score (CR): Aims at capturing the unmanaged carbon risk after taking into 
account firms’ policies and risk management activities. 

Fossil Fuel Involvement (FFI): Asset-weighted portfolio exposure to firms with significant 
involvement in fossil-fuel-related activities (e.g., oil & gas products and services).

Firm-level carbon risksMore details



Questions and preview of results

Q1. Do investors care about and respond to the «Low Carbon» information?

Q2. Do mutual fund managers react to the revealed preferences of investors?

Q3. What is the risk profile of Low Carbon mutual funds?

 Main result 1: Low Carbon funds enjoy an increase of ~0.23% of AUM in monthly 
net flows, compared to otherwise identical mutual funds.

 Main result 2: Funds that did not receive the LCD at its initial release actively 
adjusted their holdings towards more climate-responsible firms. 
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 Main result 3: LCD funds have higher idiosyncratic volatility than conventional 
funds, due to their lower sectoral diversification.
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Data

o Information on all European and US active open-end funds (equity and fixed-
income) from Morningstar Direct.

o Main sample period from April 2017 through September 2019. 
o Around 20,000 funds as of April 2018 (~13,000 in Europe, ~7,000 in USA).



The LCD positively -- but 
not perfectly! -- correlated 
with Morningstars’: 
o Globes ratings 

(Hartzmark and 
Sussman, 2019) 

o Stars ratings (Del 
Guercio and Tkac, 
2008).

 The LCD is likely to 
provide investors with 
new climate-specific 
information.
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LCD, sustainability Globes, and Stars ratings
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1. Investors reward low-carbon funds: Graphical evidence

Parallel trends assumption confirmed 

Higher monthly flows to LCD funds 
after April 2018.
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Lower flows to LCD funds in pre-
period, but parallel trends. 

Boost in flows for LCD funds after 
May 2018.

1. Investors reward low-carbon funds: Graphical evidence



1. Investors reward low-carbon funds: Main results
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1. Investors reward low-carbon funds: Main results
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• Low-carbon funds enjoy +23 basis points in 
monthly net flows than otherwise similar funds.

• Economic impact: ~+2% AUM from May 
through Dec 2018. 

• Robust to using normalized flows, and to 
alternative specifications (e.g., fund fixed 
effects, all controls interacted with Post, etc.).
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Why do investors like low-carbon funds? (1/2)

From May 2018 through September 2019, LCD funds outperformed conventional funds:

But the LCD is unlikely to capture omitted variables correlated with future performance. 

"Perfect Foresight" test
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Why do investors like low-carbon funds? (2/2)

Cross-sectional analyses indicate that the label has a stronger boost on flows for 
retail funds (vs. institutional funds), poor financial performers (vs. good financial 
performers), and low sustainability funds (vs. high sustainability funds). 

Consistent with the effect being driven, at least in part, by non-pecuniary 
preferences for climate-conscious products (e.g., Renneboog et al., 2011, Riedl
and Smeets, 2017).



• How do mutual funds respond to shifts in demand for climate responsibility?
• Since we are interested in the active reaction of mutual funds, we exclude both 

explicit and closet indexers (Active Share < 60%, Cremers et al., 2016).

2. Funds move towards low-carbon firms: Graphical evidence
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Parallel trends

Stronger improvements in 
climate-performance for 
Not-LCD funds
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2. Funds move towards low-carbon firms: Main results

• Active Not-LCD funds reduced their CR by 
0.48% (11% of a sd) and their FFI by 0.29% 
(4% of a sd) more than LCD funds. 

• Robust to controlling for changes in firm 
valuations, by benchmarking CR and FFI 
on passive funds (Abn CR and Abn FFI).

 Improvements in climate performance 
seemingly due to active trading 
decisions.
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2. Funds move towards low-carbon firms: Main results



Heinkel et al. (2001): firms are more likely to move towards cleaner technologies when 
the cost of doing so is low and the cash flow of the clean technology is high.

In our setting, the responses of mutual funds are likely to depend on: 

 How easy is to actively climate-consciously rebalance portfolios (Ability). 
 How strong are their incentives and pressure to attract flows (Incentives).

In line with these expectations, the moving-towards-low-carbon effect is strongest for:

o Mutual funds with high past net flows (High Ability funds).
o Young funds (High Incentive funds).
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Competing for flows through climate responsibility

 Evidence consistent with active mutual funds improving their climate performance as 
a way to compete for the flows from climate-conscious investors. 



After the initial release, Morningstar updated the LCD on a quarterly basis:

Effects of LCD upgrades and downgrades
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How do investors respond to LCD upgrades and downgrades?
• Investors' rewards for low-carbon 

funds not merely a reaction to the initial 
LCD publication.

 Also managers of “conventional” funds 
can access a new source of higher 
flows if they rebalance their portfolios 
in a climate-responsible direction.
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3. Risk-sharing: A downside of chasing eco-labels? 

• Idiosyncratic risk: standard deviation
of residuals in a Fama-French model. 

• Low Carbon funds exhibits higher
idiosyncratic risks than conventional
funds -- both before and after April 
2018 -- reflecting a lower (sectorial) 
diversification. 

• In line with the basic argument of 
Donaldson and Piacentino (JET, 2018) 
 Competiting for flows by contracting 
on public information may prevent risk 
sharing.



Main contribution: 
• 1. Investors reward mutual funds identified as climate responsible. 
• 2. Financial intermediaries respond to the revealed climate preferences of their 

clients, competing for flows also through climate performance. Related literatures: 
o Competitive behavior of mutual funds (e.g., Wahal and Wang, 2011).  
o Effects of market competition on CSR practices (e.g., Flammer, 2015).

• 3. But be mindful of possible unintended effects in terms of diversification. 

Practical implications:
• For fund managers: Climate responsibility is a key competitive edge in the mutual 

fund industry, especially in light of the return and fee pressures from passive funds. 
• For policy-makers: Insights on the effects of eco-labeling schemes to re-orient 

capital flows.

Concluding remarks
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Thank you!

Contact: alexander.wagner@bf.uzh.ch

Paper available at: http://bit.ly/LowCarbonFunds
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Carbon Risk Score (CR)
The carbon risk score is based on assessments across two dimensions: exposure 
and management. Exposure is a measure of the degree to which carbon risks are 
material for the firm. Management is a measure of the ability of the firm to reduce 
emissions and related carbon risks. The Carbon Risk score is the remaining 
unmanaged carbon risk after taking into account a firm’s carbon risk management.  

Fossil Fuel Involvement (FFI)
The fossil fuel involvement highlights the degree to which a portfolio is exposed to 
companies with involvement, based on a percentage of revenue, in the following 
activities: thermal coal extraction or generation (5% revenue threshold), oil & gas 
production or power generation (5% revenue threshold), oil & gas products and 
services (50% revenue threshold).

Source: Morningstar (2018)

Back

Appendix: Carbon Risk and Fossil Fuel Involvement
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Appendix: Firm-level Carbon Risk by GICS sectors

USA

Back
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